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VIRTUAL PERSPECTIVE AND THE ARTISTIC 

VISION: A GENEALOGY OF TECHNOLOGY. 

PERCEPTION. ANO POWER 

1 ntroduction 

My paper proceeds from three points: 1) seeing and be,ng are 
intrinsically interconnected; 2) the alteration of perceptual 
forms by artists alters the forms of percept,on of viewers; and 
3) points one and two above have pollt,cal ramif,cations.
Using the h1story of one-point perspect,ve as a foil, 1 shall
explore these three points by examining sources from a varie
ty of disciplines, including art history, philosophy, and media
critic1sm, supplemented by my own analyses of works of art 
from vanous epochs. This faundation forms the springboard
far theorizing and problematizing how the use of emerging
technologies by contemporary art,sts are reconfiguring percep
tion and contributing to epistemological and ontological trans
format1ons that are not only culturally s1gnificant. but politically
charged.

lt is clear that the development of one-point perspective by 
Bruneleschi and Massaccio In the early 15th century marks 
the emergence of a system far envIsIonIng space that remains 
paradigmatic to th1s day. What may be less evident ,s that 
perspective is a form of perceptual technology, a tool far 
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measuring and representing the visual world. The technology 
of perspectrve has itself been adopted and further reified by 
another vrsual technology: photography, and by the status of 
that medium as a representatronal norm. The result IS that 
perspectrve has become such a powerful and pervasrve para- 
digm that it IS drfftcult to Imagine perceiving the world wrthout 
It. At the same time, Its effects on human conscrousness are 
so subtle and Insidious that one is rarely aware of it. 
Perspectrve IS like part of an invrsrble operating system run- 
ning in the background of the brain’s perceptual program. My 
reason for referring to perspective as a technology is because 
I want to emphasize its status as a tool, while at the same 
time denaturalize it by pointing out Its embeddedness in a 
genealogy of human ideas. 
As a common protocol by which the visual world IS conceived, 
perceived, and represented, the Idea of perspectrve as a tech- 
nology serves as a port of entry into a more general discus- 
sion of how changing visual forms alter seerng and being. In 
The Gutenberg Galaxy, McLuhan noted the dual aspects of 
perspective as a visual system of spatial representation and as 
a socral system of monadrc pornts of view. He suggested that 
the mathematical relatronshrps that represent perspectrval 
space paralleled changing social relatronships in whrch the 
rndrsputable hierarchy of drvrne right and indentured servitude 
was berng replaced by a self-serving sense of personal identr- 
ty and entrepreneurship. Together, these two aspects of per- 
spective comprised a conceptual paradigm of sweeping srgnrfr- 
cance. McLuhan recognized that changing perceptual techno- 
logies played a srgnrfrcant role In transformrng conscious- 
ness-49 

In other words, the perceptual technologres by which forms 
are configured within a culture medrate certain patterns of 
assocration that affect the perceptual disposrtion of that cultu- 
re. It follows that when perceptual technologies change, the 
perceptual drsposition of the culture may also undergo a trans- 
formation In more simple terms, if a person grows up in a 
landscape of discrete pyramids, s/he will tend to think in terms 
of pyramrds. and an encounter with a cube mrght be quite baf- 
fling. If. however, the person learns how to combrne those 
pyramids to make a cube (it takes a factor of six); then her/his 
perceptual drsposrtion WIII be vastly expanded, and a richer 
universe of forms will emerge. I think that thus is an appropria- 
te analogy for what artists do 

Artrsts throughout history have consistently worked to envi- 
sron alternative modes of vtsual representation often at odds 
wrth the dominant conventions of the trme. By manipulating 
and altenng form, artists transform human consciousness. I 
have invoked a comparison of Baroque perspectival techni- 
ques in order to show how varied representatronal schemes 
suggest such a different relatronshrp between the viewer and 
the work, that the viewer’s sense of self and relatronshrp to 
the world IS dramatically altered. 

New technologres demand new visual protocols, and contem- 
porary artists like Mrroslaw Rogala and Roy Ascott have used 
state-of-the-art perspectrval rendering, computer-controlled, 
Interactive environments, and advanced computer telecommu- 
nrcatrons to make important contnbutions to theorizing and 
developing new artist-object-viewer roles and relations. Their 
work may be seen as artistic inventrons/interventrons. as acts 
engaged In a politically charged process of reconfrgurrng the 
world. Through electronrc forms that alter and expand modes 
of perception and conscrousness, viewer-participators in their 
artworks are challenged to change not only the way they per- 
cerve the world, but to change the way they exist in the 
world, and, moreover, to change the world itself. 

Quadri Riportati Versus Quadratura: 

How the Alteration of Form Alters the Form of Perceptron 
As an early example of a politically charged visual reconfrgura- 
tron of the vrewer’s relationship to the world, and one whrch, 
tncrdentally, has important parallels In the emergrng field of vrr- 
tual reality, I would like to compare the Baroque parntrng tech- 
niques of quadri riportati and quadratura The former, illustra- 
ted In the central sectron of Annrbale Carraccr’s Farnese 
Cerlrng (1597-l 601) IS characterized by the illusronrstrc repre- 
sentatron of a gallery of framed paintings depicted on a celling 
vault. The latter technrque, rllustrated in Fra Andrea Pozzo’s 
Glonfrcation of San lgnasio (1691-4) involves a drssolution of 
the actual architectural space altogether and the representa- 
tion of a perceptual continuity that, lrke VR, conjoins the vie- 
wer seamlessly wrth the illusronistrc environment. 

In the Farnese Ceiling, the visual field IS segmented Into drs- 
trnct units that frame each scene as a discrete object, severing 
perspective lines between the space of the viewer and the 
space of the image In so doing, Carracci emphasizes the phy- 
srcal and psychological gap between the viewer and scene 
represented. The images on the Farnese Celling are like 
Albertian windows on the world. As simulacra, however, 
Carraccr’s parntrngs of paintings do not permrt a transparent 
gaze through therr illusronrstrc representation of a scene, but 
rather demand and admit only a spectacular glance at their 
own self-representation as an illusion of a painting. 

By contrast, in the San lgnasio celling the vtsual field is not 
only unbroken, but absorbs the viewer in the Infinite perspecti- 
val vacuum of its seductrvely illusronistrc vortex The window 
is gone altogether. In the absence of a mediating frame and 
through the dizzyrng force of unperturbed perspectrval projec- 
tion, the vrewer, like St. Ignatius, may defy pictorial gravity and 
ascend through the ecstatrc, angel-filled ether to jorn the lord 
on his holy throne. The point I’m trying to make IS that quadn 
riportatr and quadratura are not just two different ways of 
deprctrng space, but represent substantially different ways of 
configuring the viewer’s relationship to the world. The viewer 
of quadn riportatr is on the outside looking in, while the viewer 
of quadratura is an integral element participating directly in the 
action. Phenomenologically. the experience of space these 
visual techniques invoke in the viewer produces a different 
sense of self, relation to others, the polis, and God. Because 
quadri riportatr and quadratura constitute drfferent worlds, they 
demand and produce different viewers by transforming cons- 
ciousness. As a result, these divergent visual innovatrons 
have srgnifrcant polrtrcal consequences. 

One of the political challenges raised by new technologies is 
the question of how a viewer is to learn to identrfy, absorb, 
and utrlrze the transformative elements embodied in artrstrc 
form whrle they still have currency, i.e , before they are 
appropriated by the status quo. This consrderatron agarn rai- 
ses the issue of the relatronshrp between consciousness and 
power, for those who possess perceptual technologies have 
access to ways of configuring and manipulating their worlds 
that those who lack them simply do not. As the informatron 
elite become Increasingly wired technologrcally and, In turn, 
psychologically, the way they/we perceive the world and 
therr/our relationship to It will become increastngly different 
from those who are not acculturated Into advanced technocul- 
ture. To lack the visual technology of perspectrve IS to lack 
perspective metaphorically, just as to lack emerging perceptual 
technologies inhibits participation in new forms of conscious- 
ness, subjectivity. and politics. 



Art, Technology, and the 
Transformation of Consciousness: 
The Work of Miroslaw Rogala and Roy 
Ascott 

Perhaps what I’ve sard so far may not strike you as partrcularly 
new. But somewhere in between the well-worn drscourses 
of media studres. cntrcal theory, and art history, and the equal- 
ly fatrgued rhetonc of techno-utopranrsm, there IS place 
where artists use technology to make art. In this regard, I 
shall situate some recent approaches to Interactive 
multr-medra and networked communrcatrons by Miroslaw 
Rogala and Roy Ascott within a genealogy of artistic appro- 
aches to transformrng perceptual forms. At the same time, I 
would like to examrne the phenomenology of these new 
medra. If they do not fulfill the hyperbolrc Idealism of Srlicon 
Valley marketers, what more precisely do they do) Can their 
theoretical or semiological underprnnrngs be more subtly arti- 
culated, What is It like to actually experience them7 Frnally. 
in what ways do these artrst’s technological transformatrons of 
vrsual form alter the form of perception and reconfigure the 
terms of berng? 

Miroslaw Rogala 

IR ordering our world we order ourselves 
m  ordenng ourselves we order a world 
a/one and rogether 
we m,rror ourselves into the world to find ourselves there 
our persona/ space IS the site of our selfhood 
our bodies the uxlmacy of desire, need and fear 
the world shaped by and shapjng 
what we were 
who we are 
what we WJ// be 

- Mlroslaw Rogala, in collaboraoon with Joe 
MacGregory. 7994 

The rnstallatron space IS flanked by 4 x  6 meter video screens 
on erther end A wireless headset enables the system to 
track the posrtion and motion of Its wearer, and to trigger 
vrdeo sequences stored on a laser disc In general, as you 
move towards erther of the screens, black and white images 
(of people walking across a bridge in downtown Chicago, sur- 
rounded by skyscrapers) appear to zoom In with you, as you 
walk away, the Image zooms out. These Images are comple- 
mented by audio sequences of people drscussng, among 
other things, someone dying of cancer. Walkrng from one 
edge of the screen towards the other, the image seems to 
scroll around with you as though this were not a single image, 
but a distorted video. Standrng in the center of the piece, 
you’ll see what Charlte White has referred to as an “eerie 
fish-eye image that looks like a ball wrth buildings growing out 
of it “52 Fiemarn statIonan/ and the image begins to modula- 
te You feel like you’re being sucked out of a wormhole and 
compressed through an 8 m m  fisheye lens as the skyscrapers 
fade off, leaving you In hyperspace. Then you come plumme- 
ting down to earth, twisting and reeling below. 

Sometimes, however, you leap out of Chicago altogher, and 
end up In Jamaica, where the hustle and bustle of the crty 
gives way to more sensual pleasures of music, dancing. wor- 
king wrth your hands, and doing a flip into the ocean. The 
atherstrc skepticism of the cold, urban technopolls is contras- 
ted wrth the leap of faith Inherent In the Imagined sprntualrty 
of island Irfe. But all is not reggae sunsplash in Ja’s land 
Without warning, I was confronted with a large mrlrtary radar 
dish In the middle of my  Caribbean vacation.. The geographic 
leap from Chicago to Jamaica IS rernforced by the cultural dis- 
panty between the mrlrtary technology of surverllance and con- 
trol and the colonral view of the island inhabitants’ primitive 
simplicrty. 

In retrospect, I have reconsrdered my  own relationshrp to the 
imagery. I was the one with the wireless headphones on, the 
one controllrng the Images wrth the latest interactive 
multi-media gadgetry, vrrtually jettrng off to Jamaica as a 
QuIckTime voyeur to watch a half-naked black man dance for 
me. Unlrke the impovenshed locals, I didn’t have to stay 
there My  white skin and access to technologies afforded me 
mobrlrty I could come or go as I pleased. Perhaps thus issue 
IS particularly compellrng for Rogala hrmself. a native of 
Poland, whose parents sold a cow to buy their son an accor- 
dron, and whose own mobility behind the iron curtain was 
severely restricted until 1979. Indeed, his own personal 
geographrc. cultural, and technologrcal leaps have been drama- 
trc. By presentrng such provocative contrasts, Lovers Leap 
Invokes reflectron on the intertextual weavrng of tmagistrc nar- 
ratives and the viewer’s personal relatronship to them. If we 
can leap Into the perspective of another person, perhaps we 
can see not only ourselves with fresh eyes, but can develop 
more empathy for others 

Miroslaw Rogala: World Wide Web hompage, showing 
the artist in his interactive multi-media installation,Lovers 

Leap, 1994. 

Mrroslaw Rogala’s interactive multr-medra installation Lovers 
Leap premiered at the ZKM’s (Zentrum fur Kunst und 
Medrentechnologre) Multimedrale 4, In Karlsruhe, Germany in 
May, 1995. There is also a CD-ROM version.50 When I first 
began concervrng this paper, Lovers Leap immedrately leapt to 
mind because It IS not only a technological conquest that 
manipulates perspective wrth breathtaking virtuosrty, but IS 
also a strikingly beautiful and provocatrve work of art that 
transforms the role of the viewer and the status of the 
image.51 

This complexrty of narrative perspective is paralleled by the 
state-of-the-art computer imaging technology that enables 
the virtual navigation of a two dlmensronal image as though it 
were exploded Into three drmensronal space In order to do 
this. Rogala and his collaborators, Oxaal. and Hovestad, took 
two fish-eye photographs, each comprisrng an opposrng 180 
degree view. I think it helps to conceive of each of these pho- 
tographs as taking a 3-drmenslonal hemisphere of lnformatron 
and collapsrng it on a 2-drmensronal circular plane, that IS the 
photograph itself. Now imagine placing the circular photo- 
graphs face-to-face, kissing each other Then sew them 
together around their circumference. If we puff It up in the 
middle, we’ve created a virtual sphere. Next Imagine yourself 
In the center of the sphere, which is the point from where the 
camera registered the scene The images along the inside of 
the spherical surface have been optrcally restored to obey the 
rules of perspective. 



But Rogala and hrs collaborators have taken things a few 
steps further They have made a virtual model, not just of the 
surface of a sphere, but of a spherical volume. In Lovers 
Leap, we are able to see not just any point on the surface of 
the sphere from a fixed location in the center of it (where the 
camera was) but are able to move around In the sphere and 
theoretrcally see any point within it, from the perspectrve of 
any pornt wrthin It. 

This last part is especrally srgnrficant. Whereas the point of 
view from which a two-drmensronal, photographic image is 
fixed by the location of the camera, in Lover’s Leap, the pornt 
of view IS indeterminate and variable, and is triggered by the 
changrng location of the viewer within the rnstallation space. 
The formal qualities of the medium thus resist the Idea of an 
authorized, onginary point of view. Each point is the locus of a 
drstrnct universe of vrsual information as percerved from the 
parameters of Its coordinates. Because neighboring positions 
wrthrn the installation access similar sequences, there IS no 
starting point nor ending point, but rather a continuous, fluid 
flow of perspectival possibrlities. Moreover, depending on a 
viewer’s movements, the people represented in the image can 
appear to be walking along the bndge, turning their heads to 
look at the viewer. Since the vrsual information is stored as 
drgrtal data, focal length can be altered virtually in order to give 
the impression of zooming in or out. Images can also be sub- 
jected to anamorphic perspectival schemes ranging from nor- 
mal to 360 degrees This flexibility has enabled Rogala to cre- 
ate abstract, perceptually and viscerally challengrng sequences 
such as the “ball with buildings growing out of it,” that blasts 
off Into the sky, pulling your eyes up with it, while leaving your 
guts behrnd, like a glass perspective elevator on speed. 

The ethos of rnteractrve art is that the behavior of the 
viewer/partrcipant contributes to, or alters, the state of the 
work. A unrque aspect of the interactivity of Lovers Leap is 
that the viewer’s behavior alters the virtual perspective from 
which the Image IS generated, defying the monadism of sing- 
le-point perspecttve and affording multiple points of view that 
transform the Image and the viewer’s relationship to it As 
you experiment with Lovers Leap, you become aware of the 
flatness and lrmited purview of your own perspective - both 
optically, and well as metaphorically. Because, as I have main- 
tained, seeing is being, this expanded visual awareness has 
important ramrfrcations for an expanded sense of self and 
one’s place in the world. As Timothy Druckrey has written, 

“[AIs a consequence of the reconfrguratron 
of the experience of perspective as rnterac- 
trve... Lovers Leap posits the image as a 
challenge to the objective history of ltnear 
projective geometry as it considers the 
encounter with the random and subjective 
juxtapositions of experience... A new 
understandrng [of] form becomes necessa- 
ry, one that IS both generative and analyti- 
cal. A new understandrng of subjectivity is 
necessary as well, one that accounts for 
the reflexivity of both the image and the 
behavior It inItrates.” 

Part of that new understanding of subjectrvity has to do with 
coming to terms wrth the limits of one’s ability to control 
events. Just as Lovers Leap makes clear the tunnel vision of 
srngle-point perspectrve, so it also makes clear that human 
agents have at best only partial control of their environments 
(and the technologies they have created as tools to facilitate 
that control, but which often have a mind of their own.) 
Indeed, the behavror of the piece is not precisely predictable, 
and it takes some practice to become accustomed to it. 
There is, moreover, a challenging balance of Interactive influ- 
ence and uncontrollable technological determrnatron, of frus- 

trating drsorientatron and the empowerment of learnrng how 
to exert influence on one’s environment. 

As I mentioned in the interview, I felt like a Jamarcan chrld set 
down in the middle of Chrcago, who had to learn a whole new 
way of navigating through the world. Perhaps there is some 
virtue in that. The more I struggled with frgurrng out how the 
virtual environment worked, the more my own perceptual 
awareness of multiple perspectival possibilttres grew, and the 
more I was able to accept and enjoy not being able to claim an 
authontatrve perspective, not being completely in control. But 
that does not mean I was without power. I became incre- 
asingly interested in seeing from other pornts of view, and In 
allowrng myself to make associatrve leaps -visual and narratr- 
ve -that I had not considered before Such leaps allow for 
the transcendence of limited perceptual schemes In relrn- 
quishing a certain kind of control, I gained another exrstentral 
technrque, another way of being in the world. To refer back to 
an earlier analogy, It permitted insights into how, for example, 
one might construct cubes out of pyramids. As I have main- 
tained throughout, to transform visual form is to alter the form 
of vision, and in this respect, to empower it 

Roy Ascott 

Roy Ascott, Change Painting (two different states), 1962. 

I would now like to turn attention to contemporary British 
artist. theorist, and teacher, Roy Ascott, whose pioneenng 
work In telematic art has utilized computer-telecommunrca- 
trons as an artistic medium for transforming consciousness 
and creating meaning.54 Before powerful computers were 
readrly available to artists. but deeply Influenced by the scren- 
ce of cybernetics, Ascott expenmented with rnteractrve con- 
structions HIS Change Parntrngs (1962). for example, the 
composition of which were variable and could be changed by 
the viewer, explored the idea of transforming the viewer Into 
an active participator, and the work of art Into a systematrc 
process that incorporated the artrst, the object, and the 
audrence. Ascott had begun writing about the relationshtp 
between art and technology in 1964, and in hrs 1966 essay, 
“Behavrourist Art and the Cybernetic Vrsion,” he envisioned 
some of the possible changes afforded by networked commu- 
nication: 

Instant person to person contact [that1 
would support specralrsed creative work... 
An artrst could be brought right into the 
working studro of other artists however 
far apart in the world...they may separately 
be located By means of holography or a 
visual telex, instant transmission of facsrmt- 
les of their artwork could be effected... 
[Dlistrnguished minds In all fields of art and 
science could be contacted and linked.55 
Ascott’s aspiration preceded the creation of 
the earliest internet by several years 
ARPANET, an acronym for the Pentagon’s 
Advanced Research Projects Agency which 
funded it, came online in 1969, but Its use 



was tightly regulated for scientific and secu- 
rity purposes Finally gaining access to 
French astrophysrcrst and UFOlogist 
Jacques Vallee’s Jnfomedra Notepad 
System, In 1980 Ascott organrzed Terminal 
Art, the first artist’s computer networkrng 
protect He “mailled] portable terminals to 
a group of artrsts In Calrfornia, New York 
and Wales, who participated in collectively 
generating ideas from their own studios,” 
producrng the simultaneous, transatlantic 
creation and experience of the work.56 

Shortly after Terminal Art, Ascott commented on his first 
artist-networking expenence while partrcipating in The Saturn 
Encounter, an inter-drsciplinary networked conference organi- 
zed by Vallee later In 1980. 

For the artrst, computer conferencing is both a perfect metap- 
hor of interconnectedness and a new and exciting tool for the 
realization of many aspirations of twentieth century art: it is a 
medrum which is essentially participatory; it promotes associa- 
tive thought and the development of richer and more deeply 
layered language: it is integrative of cultures, disciplrnes and 
the great diversity of ways of being and seeing. In short, I am 
very optimistic about the potential for art of networkrng 
media...57 

While in telematic art discrete texts and images may be drstri- 
buted and manipulated by particrpators, it is the spontaneous 
process of networked exchange that Ascott conceives of as 
the work. In this process of mutual co-creation which Ascott 
now refers to as “drstributed authorship” drstinctions between 
artist, audience, and artwork become blurred. Form, content, 
and context merge in multiple ways as well. Srmrlarly, Ascott 
fuses “seeing” and “being” into the new perceptual paradigm 
of “cyberceptron” - a new vocabulary for a new sense of 
community where power and conscrousness are shared 
through technology.58 

In scores of articles reflecting on his telematrc praxis, Ascott 
has theorized that the actrvity of distributed authorship enables 
the network to attain a form of collaborative consciousness, a 
fusion of rndrvrdual consciousnesses into an integrated whole 
which exceeds the capacity of any particular node. Such work 
cannot be experienced except by participating in it, a process 
which demands that one conjoin one’s consciousness with 
those of others. Telematrc art de-emphasizes the node, the 
subjective point of view that is essential to both geometric 
and metaphorical perspective, and emphasizes the network, 
the collective construction of a group awareness that is gre- 
ater than the sum of its parts. By drssolving tradrtional aesthe- 
tic categories and by affordrng the expenence of an expanded 
form of conscrousness, like the formal inventron of quadratura, 
Ascott’s work IS politically subversive. True to his 1964 procla- 
matron on art and technology. he has utilized telematics to 
perform his stated artrstrc responsibility to “shape and create 
his world” by presenting forms and “qualities of experience 
and modes of perception which radrcally alter our conception 
of It.“59 

At the same time, if an Internet connection is a prerequisite to 
participate, one might wonder how wide Ascott’s telematic 
embrace will ever be, and how much love it might offer if and 
when the medium attains ubiquity. For even if everyone in 
the world were connected, would the technologically adept 
have patience with, or interest In, the neophytes? (When was 
the last time you paused to help a disoriented newcomer find 
his/her way through a MUD? Adepts are struggling to retain 
or improve their class status and the privileges that go along 
with it. In many ways, cyberspace is no less hierarchical than 
any other space. Along with the benefits of telematic connec- 
tivity, political surveillance and control are enhanced. 

Moreover, onlrne rape, pornography, terrorism, and viruses are 
part of the economy and structure of the global village. 

Cyberspace reproduces the physical world, srmultaneously 
Intensifying and dematerializrng it. Along with exacerbating 
problems in new and unprecedented ways, so telematic inter- 
actlon also offers potentral benefits that are available nowhere 
else. On the constructrve side of this double-edge sword, 
Ascott’s artistic experiments, beginning In 1960’s with interac- 
tive art systems, and since the 1980s on the emergent beha- 
vior of telematrc art networks, can be seen as high-end, aes- 
thetic R&D. His early collaborative networking experiments 
heralded a new paradigm for human interaction which IS still In 
Its Infancy, and the ramifications of which are as yet uncertain. 

The drsembodied sensation of traveling and communicating 
telematically is open to the gamut of human emotions. For 
example, in Paul Sermon’s Telematic Vision (1994), I felt 
myself personally rejected by a person at a remote location 
who sat next to me virtually on the sofa. A few minutes later, 
another person wanted to be a bit more intimate than what I 
had in mind, and I felt violated to some degree by a phantom 
image. This is a difficult experience to explain to the unrnrtra- 
ted When I described this at an Art History conference a 
couple years ago, a professor told me that I was crazy. 

I realize, though, that even amongst the cognoscente In the 
field of art and technology, the lury is still out on Telematic Art. 
Simon Penny, in “Consumer Culture and the Technologrcal 
Imperative” (1995) wrote disparagingly of an “awesomely 
unsuccessful project in which students in Sydney exchanged 
and reworked faxes with students in Vienna.“60 Now while 
Penny has made important contributrons to the field of electro- 
nic art and robotics, on this point he missed some of the subt- 
leties of telematics. He claimed that what became apparent 
was “a series of cultural discontinurties.” But it seems that 
what were perceived as “cultural nonsequitors” in Sydney 
might have offered a brilliant opportunity for expanding the 
terms of artistic understanding of the Australian students. 

According to Penny, however, his students were incapable of 
conceiving of their “electronic pen-pals” as anything other 
than “just like themselves,” or, worse yet, as “conformlingl to 
some ill-conceived Australian notion of the Austrian natronal 
character.” That the telematic project was unable to relreve 
these prejudices suggests to me only that the students and 
teachers failed to see anything beyond therr frxed, monadic 
perspective. That’s not the fault of telematics. But it is a 
good reason why they need more of it! 

What the telematic project successfully accomplished was to 
bring them into contact with a visual culture of whrch they had 
little prior experience, and about whrch they had not been suf- 
ficiently educated. Even if the Australian students could make 
neither hide nor hare of the Austnan contributions, I would 
find it very difficult and disconcerting to believe that they drd 
not learn something simply from confronting the fact that their 
expectations were so utterly misconceived. Moreover, the 
telematic project enabled a cultural exchange in a medium 
with which the students, Australian and Austrian alike, may 
have been unfamiliar, a medium whose protocols and etrquet- 
te are themselves still a work-In-progress. 

I think that one of the misunderstandrngs about telematrcs ari- 
ses from the expectation that it correspond with either an 
object- or process-oriented approach to art. Whrle certainly 
the process of interactive, collaborative artistic exchange and 
the files created as a result of networkrng constitute key com- 
ponents of it, there is also a conceptual component to the 
medium which, though it rarely goes unnoticed, infrequently IS 
recognized as fundamental to the work. Consrder the proposr- 
tion that telematic art is a form of conceptual art. What I 
mean by that is that the work is embodied in its own Idea.61 



It was, rn fact Penny’s artrcle that helped call my attentron to 
It He missed thus point because he drsapproves of the “tech- 
no-utopran rhetorrc” of telematrc art. But what he refers to as 
“rhetoric” IS a basic material of the medium. That IS, the con- 
ceptual Idea of telematic art (that electronic telecommunica- 
tions technology either do, or have the potential to, contnbute 
to the creatron of a networked consctousness that is greater 
than the sum of Its parts) is an Integral part of the work 

As an analogy, the concept of telematrc art may be likened to 
the Idea of painting a pretty picture. A particular canvas aspr- 
nng to that goal may not succeed But the tdea that a painting 
could be pretty, and that there IS value in trying to parnt a pret- 
ty picture, wrll persist. Now one IS entrtled to the opinion that 
the picture is so ugly that It does a drsservice to the very Idea 
of beauty embodred In it. But with regard to telematic art, jud- 
ging from the rapid Increase in the number and quality of such 
projects, It appears that far from fnghtening away potential 
partrcrpants. the medrum is succeedrng - not only conceptual- 
ly, and In terms of its process, but also In making headway 
towards realizing its ideals.62 

With regard to form and process, the challenges of telematic 
art are not unlrke that of Rogala’s Lovers Leap They both 
demand the partrcipator to navrgate unfamrlrar territory, to con- 
srder alternatrve perspectives, and to adapt to other points of 
vrew. To do so IS to expand one’s perceptual abilrty. The 
result of that IS to expand one’s capacrty to be in the 
world. And that IS, at its most fundamental level, a source of 
empowerment 

Perspective medrates human consciousness epistemologically 
and ontologrcally, In the pnvacy of one’s home, In the public 
sphere, and in cyberspace For those who possess and are 
possessed by It, thus technology of the mend shapes how they 
configure therr worlds. Perspectrve is so subtly and literally 
Incorporated Into the body that Its functionrng is, for the most 
part, rnvrsrble. It IS, In the words of Krerkegaard, “so close 
that it is within It ” Many people, like the outraged professor 
who told me I was crazy, find the Idea that mind and machine 
are co-extensrve IS deeply threatening, a threat that leads to 
the presumptron that technology has invaded the mind. There 
IS a certain sanctity of the body, the mind, and especrally the 
subtectrve conscrousness that this embodred sense of per- 
spective transgresses The technrcal medration of conscious- 
ness IS nerther a new thing, nor somethrng to be alarmed by. 
Symbolic forms of verbal and vrsual languages are technolo- 
gres so deeply embedded in conscrousness that it IS drffrcult 
to think of thinkrng or envision seerng without them. I hope to 
have elucidated some significant ways In whrch seeing, berng, 
technology, and power are rnextncably related. In this context, 
perspective may be seen as a pervasive technological para- 
digm that has organized aesthetlcs, politics, and social cons- 
crence for some 500 years, a paradrgm whose foundations 
and point of view are being challenged and restructured by 
such artrsts as Rogala and Ascott, who are remaking vrsron 
through a technology of interactron that shafts consciousness 
from frxed. srngle points to simultaneous and multrple percep- 
tual matrices. 
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